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Now with a full-color design, the new Fourth Edition of
Zill's Advanced Engineering Mathematics provides an indepth overview of the many mathematical topics
necessary for students planning a career in engineering
or the sciences. A key strength of this text is Zill's
emphasis on differential equations as mathematical
models, discussing the constructs and pitfalls of each.
The Fourth Edition is comprehensive, yet flexible, to
meet the unique needs of various course offerings
ranging from ordinary differential equations to vector
calculus. Numerous new projects contributed by
esteemed mathematicians have been added. New
modern applications and engaging projects makes Zill's
classic text a must-have text and resource for
Engineering Math students!
Elementary Real Analysis is a core course in nearly all
mathematics departments throughout the world. It
enables students to develop a deep understanding of the
key concepts of calculus from a mature perspective.
Elements of Real Analysis is a student-friendly guide to
learning all the important ideas of elementary real
analysis, based on the author's many years of
experience teaching the subject to typical undergraduate
mathematics majors. It avoids the compact style of
professional mathematics writing, in favor of a style that
feels more comfortable to students encountering the
subject for the first time. It presents topics in ways that
are most easily understood, without sacrificing rigor or
coverage. In using this book, students discover that real
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analysis is completely deducible from the axioms of the
real number system. They learn the powerful techniques
of limits of sequences as the primary entry to the
concepts of analysis, and see the ubiquitous role
sequences play in virtually all later topics. They become
comfortable with topological ideas, and see how these
concepts help unify the subject. Students encounter
many interesting examples, including "pathological"
ones, that motivate the subject and help fix the concepts.
They develop a unified understanding of limits,
continuity, differentiability, Riemann integrability, and
infinite series of numbers and functions.
Ideal for the one-semester undergraduate course, Basic
Real Analysis is intended for students who have recently
completed a traditional calculus course and proves the
basic theorems of Single Variable Calculus in a simple
and accessible manner. It gradually builds upon key
material as to not overwhelm students beginning the
course and becomes more rigorous as they progresses.
Optional appendices on sets and functions, countable
and uncountable sets, and point set topology are
included for those instructors who wish include these
topics in their course. The author includes hints
throughout the text to help students solve challenging
problems. An online instructor's solutions manual is also
available.
Real Analysis: A Constructive Approach Through Interval
Arithmetic presents a careful treatment of calculus and
its theoretical underpinnings from the constructivist point
of view. This leads to an important and unique feature of
this book: All existence proofs are direct, so showing that
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the numbers or functions in question exist means exactly
that they can be explicitly calculated. For example, at the
very beginning, the real numbers are shown to exist
because they are constructed from the rationals using
interval arithmetic. This approach, with its clear analogy
to scientific measurement with tolerances, is taken
throughout the book and makes the subject especially
relevant and appealing to students with an interest in
computing, applied mathematics, the sciences, and
engineering. The first part of the book contains all the
usual material in a standard one-semester course in
analysis of functions of a single real variable: continuity
(uniform, not pointwise), derivatives, integrals, and
convergence. The second part contains enough more
technical material—including an introduction to complex
variables and Fourier series—to fill out a full-year course.
Throughout the book the emphasis on rigorous and
direct proofs is supported by an abundance of examples,
exercises, and projects—many with hints—at the end of
every section. The exposition is informal but
exceptionally clear and well motivated throughout.
This book contains a selection of the best papers of the
32nd Benelux Conference on Artificial Intelligence,
BNAIC/Benelearn 2020, held in Leiden, The
Netherlands, in November 2020. Due to the COVID-19
pandemic the conference was held online. The 12
papers presented in this volume were carefully reviewed
and selected from 41 regular submissions. They address
various aspects of artificial intelligence such as natural
language processing, agent technology, game theory,
problem solving, machine learning, human-agent
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interaction, AI and education, and data analysis. The
chapter 11 is published open access under a CC BY
license (Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International
License). .
This textbook features applications including a proof of
the Fundamental Theorem of Algebra, space filling
curves, and the theory of irrational numbers. In addition
to the standard results of advanced calculus, the book
contains several interesting applications of these results.
The text is intended to form a bridge between calculus
and analysis. It is based on the authors lecture notes
used and revised nearly every year over the last decade.
The book contains numerous illustrations and cross
references throughout, as well as exercises with
solutions at the end of each section.
This textbook covers the subject of real analysis from the
fundamentals up through beginning graduate level. It is
appropriate as an introductory course text or a review
text for graduate qualifying examinations. Some special
features of the text include a thorough discussion of
transcendental functions such as trigonometric,
logarithmic, and exponential from power series
expansions, deducing all important functional properties
from the series definitions. The text is written in a userfriendly manner, and includes full solutions to all
assigned exercises throughout the text.

This text is a rigorous, detailed introduction to real
analysis that presents the fundamentals with clear
exposition and carefully written definitions, theorems,
and proofs. It is organized in a distinctive, flexible
way that would makePage
it equally
appropriate to
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undergraduate mathematics majors who want to
continue in mathematics, and to future mathematics
teachers who want to understand the theory behind
calculus. The Real Numbers and Real Analysis will
serve as an excellent one-semester text for
undergraduates majoring in mathematics, and for
students in mathematics education who want a
thorough understanding of the theory behind the real
number system and calculus.
?????????????????????????,????????????????????
??????.
A comprehensive review of an area of machine
learning that deals with the use of unlabeled data in
classification problems: state-of-the-art algorithms, a
taxonomy of the field, applications, benchmark
experiments, and directions for future research. In
the field of machine learning, semi-supervised
learning (SSL) occupies the middle ground, between
supervised learning (in which all training examples
are labeled) and unsupervised learning (in which no
label data are given). Interest in SSL has increased
in recent years, particularly because of application
domains in which unlabeled data are plentiful, such
as images, text, and bioinformatics. This first
comprehensive overview of SSL presents state-ofthe-art algorithms, a taxonomy of the field, selected
applications, benchmark experiments, and
perspectives on ongoing and future research.SemiSupervised Learning first presents the key
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assumptions and ideas underlying the field:
smoothness, cluster or low-density separation,
manifold structure, and transduction. The core of the
book is the presentation of SSL methods, organized
according to algorithmic strategies. After an
examination of generative models, the book
describes algorithms that implement the low-density
separation assumption, graph-based methods, and
algorithms that perform two-step learning. The book
then discusses SSL applications and offers
guidelines for SSL practitioners by analyzing the
results of extensive benchmark experiments. Finally,
the book looks at interesting directions for SSL
research. The book closes with a discussion of the
relationship between semi-supervised learning and
transduction.
Appropriate for the traditional 3-term college calculus
course, Calculus: Early Transcendentals, Fourth
Edition provides the student-friendly presentation
and robust examples and problem sets for which
Dennis Zill is known. This outstanding revision
incorporates all of the exceptional learning tools that
have made Zill's texts a resounding success. He
carefully blends the theory and application of
important concepts while offering modern
applications and problem-solving skills.
?????????????????????????????????????????????
????
Intended for an honors calculus course or for an
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introduction to analysis, this is an ideal text for
undergraduate majors since it covers rigorous
analysis, computational dexterity, and a breadth of
applications. The book contains many remarkable
features: * complete avoidance of /epsilon-/delta
arguments by using sequences instead * definition of
the integral as the area under the graph, while area
is defined for every subset of the plane * complete
avoidance of complex numbers * heavy emphasis on
computational problems * applications from many
parts of analysis, e.g. convex conjugates, Cantor set,
continued fractions, Bessel functions, the zeta
functions, and many more * 344 problems with
solutions in the back of the book.
In the last 200 years, harmonic analysis has been
one of the most influential bodies of mathematical
ideas, having been exceptionally significant both in
its theoretical implications and in its enormous range
of applicability throughout mathematics, science, and
engineering. In this book, the authors convey the
remarkable beauty and applicability of the ideas that
have grown from Fourier theory. They present for an
advanced undergraduate and beginning graduate
student audience the basics of harmonic analysis,
from Fourier's study of the heat equation, and the
decomposition of functions into sums of cosines and
sines (frequency analysis), to dyadic harmonic
analysis, and the decomposition of functions into a
Haar basis (time localization). While concentrating
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on the Fourier and Haar cases, the book touches on
aspects of the world that lies between these two
different ways of decomposing functions: timefrequency analysis (wavelets). Both finite and
continuous perspectives are presented, allowing for
the introduction of discrete Fourier and Haar
transforms and fast algorithms, such as the Fast
Fourier Transform (FFT) and its wavelet analogues.
The approach combines rigorous proof, inviting
motivation, and numerous applications. Over 250
exercises are included in the text. Each chapter ends
with ideas for projects in harmonic analysis that
students can work on independently. This book is
published in cooperation with IAS/Park City
Mathematics Institute.
This undergraduate textbook introduces students to the
basics of real analysis, provides an introduction to more
advanced topics including measure theory and Lebesgue
integration, and offers an invitation to functional analysis.
While these advanced topics are not typically encountered
until graduate study, the text is designed for the beginner.
The author’s engaging style makes advanced topics
approachable without sacrificing rigor. The text also
consistently encourages the reader to pick up a pencil and
take an active part in the learning process. Key features
include: - examples to reinforce theory; - thorough
explanations preceding definitions, theorems and formal
proofs; - illustrations to support intuition; - over 450 exercises
designed to develop connections between the concrete and
abstract. This text takes students on a journey through the
basics of real analysis and provides those who wish to delve
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deeper the opportunity to experience mathematical ideas that
are beyond the standard undergraduate curriculum.
This important book provides a concise exposition of the
basic ideas of the theory of distribution and Fourier
transforms and its application to partial differential equations.
The author clearly presents the ideas, precise statements of
theorems, and explanations of ideas behind the proofs.
Methods in which techniques are used in applications are
illustrated, and many problems are included. The book also
introduces several significant recent topics, including
pseudodifferential operators, wave front sets, wavelets, and
quasicrystals. Background mathematical prerequisites have
been kept to a minimum, with only a knowledge of
multidimensional calculus and basic complex variables
needed to fully understand the concepts in the book.A Guide
to Distribution Theory and Fourier Transforms can serve as a
textbook for parts of a course on Applied Analysis or Methods
of Mathematical Physics, and in fact it is used that way at
Cornell.
This work is based on a series of thematic workshops on the
theory of wavelets and the theory of splines. Important
applications are included. The volume is divided into four
parts: Spline Functions, Theory of Wavelets, Wavelets in
Physics, and Splines and Wavelets in Statistics. Part one
presents the broad spectrum of current research in the theory
and applications of spline functions. Theory ranges from
classical univariate spline approximation to an abstract
framework for multivariate spline interpolation. Applications
include scattered-data interpolation, differential equations and
various techniques in CAGD. Part two considers two
developments in subdivision schemes; one for uniform
regularity and the other for irregular situations. The latter
includes construction of multidimensional wavelet bases and
determination of bases with a given time frequency
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localization. In part three, the multifractal formalism is
extended to fractal functions involving oscillating singularites.
There is a review of a method of quantization of classical
systems based on the theory of coherent states. Wavelets
are applied in the domains of atomic, molecular and
condensed-matter physics. In part four, ways in which
wavelets can be used to solve important function estimation
problems in statistics are shown. Different wavelet estimators
are proposed in the following distinct cases: functions with
discontinuities, errors that are no longer Gaussian, wavelet
estimation with robustness, and error distribution that is no
longer stationary. Some of the contributions in this volume are
current research results not previously available in
monograph form. The volume features many applications and
interesting new theoretical developments. Readers will find
powerful methods for studying irregularities in mathematics,
physics, and statistics.
A concise, elementary introduction to measure and
integration theory, requiring few prerequisites as theory is
developed quickly and simply.
This work covers two topics in detail: Fourier analysis, with
emphasis on positivity and also on some function spaces and
multiplier theorems; and one-parameter operator semigroups
with emphasis on Feller semigroups and Lp-sub-Markovian
semigroups. In addition, Dirichlet forms are treated.
At the heart of every medical imaging technology is a
sophisticated mathematical model of the measurement
process and an algorithm to reconstruct an image from the
measured data. This book provides a firm foundation in the
mathematical tools used to model the measurements and
derive the reconstruction algorithms used in most imaging
modalities in current use. In the process, it also covers many
important analytic concepts and techniques used in Fourier
analysis, integral equations, sampling theory, and noise
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analysis.This text uses X-ray computed tomography as a
"pedagogical machine" to illustrate important ideas and
incorporates extensive discussions of background material
making the more advanced mathematical topics accessible to
readers with a less formal mathematical education. The
mathematical concepts are illuminated with over 200
illustrations and numerous exercises.New to the second
edition are a chapter on magnetic resonance imaging (MRI),
a revised section on the relationship between the continuum
and discrete Fourier transforms, a new section on
Grangreat's formula, an improved description of the gridding
method, and a new section on noise analysis in MRI.
Audience The book is appropriate for one- or two-semester
courses at the advanced undergraduate or beginning
graduate level on the mathematical foundations of modern
medical imaging technologies. The text assumes an
understanding of calculus, linear algebra, and basic
mathematical analysis. Contents Preface to the Second
Edition; Preface; How to Use This Book; Notational
Conventions; Chapter 1: Measurements and Modeling;
Chapter 2: Linear Models and Linear Equations; Chapter 3: A
Basic Model for Tomography; Chapter 4: Introduction to the
Fourier Transform; Chapter 5: Convolution; Chapter 6: The
Radon Transform; Chapter 7: Introduction to Fourier Series;
Chapter 8: Sampling; Chapter 9: Filters; Chapter 10:
Implementing Shift Invariant Filters; Chapter 11:
Reconstruction in X-Ray Tomography; Chapter 12: Imaging
Artifacts in X-Ray Tomography; Chapter 13: Algebraic
Reconstruction Techniques; Chapter 14: Magnetic
Resonance Imaging; Chapter 15: Probability and Random
Variables; Chapter 16: Applications of Probability; Chapter
17: Random Processes; Appendix A: Background Material;
Appendix B: Basic Analysis; Index.
Intended for the undergraduate student majoring in
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mathematics, physics or engineering, the Sixth Edition of
Complex Analysis for Mathematics and Engineering
continues to provide a comprehensive, student-friendly
presentation of this interesting area of mathematics. The
authors strike a balance between the pure and applied
aspects of the subject, and present concepts in a clear writing
style that is appropriate for students at the junior/senior level.
Through its thorough, accessible presentation and numerous
applications, the sixth edition of this classic text allows
students to work through even the most difficult proofs with
ease. New exercise sets help students test their
understanding of the material at hand and assess their
progress through the course. Additional Mathematica and
Maple exercises, as well as a student study guide are also
available online.

Dennis Zill's mathematics texts are renowned for their
student-friendly presentation and robust examples and
problem sets. The Fourth Edition of Single Variable
Calculus: Early Transcendentals is no exception. This
outstanding revision incorporates all of the exceptional
learning tools that have made Zill's texts a resounding
success. Appropriate for the first two terms in the college
calculus sequence, students are provided with a solid
foundation in important mathematical concepts and
problem solving skills, while maintaining the level of rigor
expected of a Calculus course.
Differential Equations on Fractals opens the door to
understanding the recently developed area of analysis
on fractals, focusing on the construction of a Laplacian
on the Sierpinski gasket and related fractals. Written in a
lively and informal style, with lots of intriguing exercises
on all levels of difficulty, the book is accessible to
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advanced undergraduates, graduate students, and
mathematicians who seek an understanding of analysis
on fractals. Robert Strichartz takes the reader to the
frontiers of research, starting with carefully motivated
examples and constructions. One of the great
accomplishments of geometric analysis in the nineteenth
and twentieth centuries was the development of the
theory of Laplacians on smooth manifolds. But what
happens when the underlying space is rough? Fractals
provide models of rough spaces that nevertheless have
a strong structure, specifically self-similarity. Exploiting
this structure, researchers in probability theory in the
1980s were able to prove the existence of Brownian
motion, and therefore of a Laplacian, on certain fractals.
An explicit analytic construction was provided in 1989 by
Jun Kigami. Differential Equations on Fractals explains
Kigami's construction, shows why it is natural and
important, and unfolds many of the interesting
consequences that have recently been discovered. This
book can be used as a self-study guide for students
interested in fractal analysis, or as a textbook for a
special topics course.
Emphasizing fundamental mathematical ideas rather
than proofs, Introduction to Stochastic Processes,
Second Edition provides quick access to important
foundations of probability theory applicable to problems
in many fields. Assuming that you have a reasonable
level of computer literacy, the ability to write simple
programs, and the access to software for linear algebra
computations, the author approaches the problems and
theorems with a focus on stochastic processes evolving
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with time, rather than a particular emphasis on measure
theory. For those lacking in exposure to linear differential
and difference equations, the author begins with a brief
introduction to these concepts. He proceeds to discuss
Markov chains, optimal stopping, martingales, and
Brownian motion. The book concludes with a chapter on
stochastic integration. The author supplies many basic,
general examples and provides exercises at the end of
each chapter. New to the Second Edition: Expanded
chapter on stochastic integration that introduces modern
mathematical finance Introduction of Girsanov
transformation and the Feynman-Kac formula Expanded
discussion of Itô's formula and the Black-Scholes
formula for pricing options New topics such as Doob's
maximal inequality and a discussion on self similarity in
the chapter on Brownian motion Applicable to the fields
of mathematics, statistics, and engineering as well as
computer science, economics, business, biological
science, psychology, and engineering, this concise
introduction is an excellent resource both for students
and professionals.
A unique approach to analysis that lets you apply
mathematics across a range of subjects This innovative
text sets forth a thoroughly rigorous modern account of
the theoretical underpinnings of calculus: continuity,
differentiability, and convergence. Using a constructive
approach, every proof of every result is direct and
ultimately computationally verifiable. In particular,
existence is never established by showing that the
assumption of non-existence leads to a contradiction.
The ultimate consequence of this method is that it makes
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sense—not just to math majors but also to students from
all branches of the sciences. The text begins with a
construction of the real numbers beginning with the
rationals, using interval arithmetic. This introduces
readers to the reasoning and proof-writing skills
necessary for doing and communicating mathematics,
and it sets the foundation for the rest of the text, which
includes: Early use of the Completeness Theorem to
prove a helpful Inverse Function Theorem Sequences,
limits and series, and the careful derivation of formulas
and estimates for important functions Emphasis on
uniform continuity and its consequences, such as
boundedness and the extension of uniformly continuous
functions from dense subsets Construction of the
Riemann integral for functions uniformly continuous on
an interval, and its extension to improper integrals
Differentiation, emphasizing the derivative as a function
rather than a pointwise limit Properties of sequences and
series of continuous and differentiable functions Fourier
series and an introduction to more advanced ideas in
functional analysis Examples throughout the text
demonstrate the application of new concepts. Readers
can test their own skills with problems and projects
ranging in difficulty from basic to challenging. This book
is designed mainly for an undergraduate course, and the
author understands that many readers will not go on to
more advanced pure mathematics. He therefore
emphasizes an approach to mathematical analysis that
can be applied across a range of subjects in engineering
and the sciences.
Developed for the "transition" course for mathematics
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majors moving beyond the primarily procedural methods
of their calculus courses toward a more abstract and
conceptual environment found in more advanced
courses, A Transition to Mathematics with Proofs
emphasizes mathematical rigor and helps students learn
how to develop and write mathematical proofs. The
author takes great care to develop a text that is
accessible and readable for students at all levels. It
addresses standard topics such as set theory, number
system, logic, relations, functions, and induction in at a
pace appropriate for a wide range of readers.
Throughout early chapters students gradually become
aware of the need for rigor, proof, and precision, and
mathematical ideas are motivated through examples.
Working Analysis is for a two semester course in
advanced calculus. It develops the basic ideas of
calculus rigorously but with an eye to showing how
mathematics connects with other areas of science and
engineering. In particular, effective numerical
computation is developed as an important aspect of
mathematical analysis. Maintains a rigorous presentation
of the main ideas of advanced calculus, interspersed
with applications that show how to analyze real problems
Includes a wide range of examples and exercises drawn
from mechanics, biology, chemical engineering and
economics Describes links to numerical analysis and
provides opportunities for computation; some MATLAB
codes are available on the author's webpage Enhanced
by an informal and lively writing style
This book focuses on two-time-scale Markov chains in
discrete time. Our motivation stems from existing and
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emerging applications in optimization and control of
complex systems in manufacturing, wireless
communication, and ?nancial engineering. Much of our
e?ort in this book is devoted to designing system models
arising from various applications, analyzing them via
analytic and probabilistic techniques, and developing
feasible compu- tionalschemes.
Ourmainconcernistoreducetheinherentsystemcompl- ity.
Although each of the applications has its own distinct
characteristics, all of them are closely related through the
modeling of uncertainty due to jump or switching random
processes. Oneofthesalientfeaturesofthisbookistheuseof
multi-timescalesin Markovprocessesandtheirapplications.
Intuitively,notallpartsorcom- nents of a large-scale
system evolve at the same rate. Some of them change
rapidly and others vary slowly. The di?erent rates of
variations allow us to reduce complexity via
decomposition and aggregation. It would be ideal if we
could divide a large system into its smallest irreducible
subsystems completely separable from one another and
treat each subsystem indep- dently. However, this is
often infeasible in reality due to various physical
constraints and other considerations. Thus, we have to
deal with situations in which the systems are only nearly
decomposable in the sense that there are weak links
among the irreducible subsystems, which dictate the ocsional regime changes of the system. An e?ective way to
treat such near decomposability is time-scale separation.
That is, we set up the systems as if there were two time
scales, fast vs. slow. xii Preface Followingthetimescaleseparation,weusesingularperturbationmeth- ology
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to treat the underlying systems.
This textbook provides a comprehensive introduction to
the theory and practice of validated numerics, an
emerging new field that combines the strengths of
scientific computing and pure mathematics. In numerous
fields ranging from pharmaceutics and engineering to
weather prediction and robotics, fast and precise
computations are essential. Based on the theory of setvalued analysis, a new suite of numerical methods is
developed, producing efficient and reliable solvers for
numerous problems in nonlinear analysis. Validated
numerics yields rigorous computations that can find all
possible solutions to a problem while taking into account
all possible sources of error--fast, and with guaranteed
accuracy. Validated Numerics offers a self-contained
primer on the subject, guiding readers from the basics to
more advanced concepts and techniques. This book is
an essential resource for those entering this fastdeveloping field, and it is also the ideal textbook for
graduate students and advanced undergraduates
needing an accessible introduction to the subject.
Validated Numerics features many examples, exercises,
and computer labs using MATLAB/C++, as well as
detailed appendixes and an extensive bibliography for
further reading. Provides a comprehensive, selfcontained introduction to validated numerics Requires no
advanced mathematics or programming skills Features
many examples, exercises, and computer labs Includes
code snippets that illustrate implementation Suitable as a
textbook for graduate students and advanced
undergraduates
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The Poincare Half-Planeprovides an elementary and
constructive development of this geometry that brings
the undergraduate major closer to current geometric
research. At the same time, repeated use is made of
high school geometry, algebra, trigonometry, and
calculus, thus reinforcing the students' understanding of
these disciplines as well as enhancing their perception of
mathematics as a unified endeavor.
Network time synchronization is an important aspect of
sensor network operation. It is often achieved by
synchronizing the clock of each node in the network to
the clock of some reference node. However, it is well
known that synchronization error accumulates over
multiple flops. This scalability problem presents a
challenge for large-scale, multi-hop sensor networks with
a large number of nodes distributed over wide areas.
A Passage to Modern Analysis is an extremely wellwritten and reader-friendly invitation to real analysis. An
introductory text for students of mathematics and its
applications at the advanced undergraduate and
beginning graduate level, it strikes an especially good
balance between depth of coverage and accessible
exposition. The examples, problems, and exposition
open up a student's intuition but still provide coverage of
deep areas of real analysis. A yearlong course from this
text provides a solid foundation for further study or
application of real analysis at the graduate level. A
Passage to Modern Analysis is grounded solidly in the
analysis of R and Rn, but at appropriate points it
introduces and discusses the more general settings of
inner product spaces, normed spaces, and metric
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spaces. The last five chapters offer a bridge to
fundamental topics in advanced areas such as ordinary
differential equations, Fourier series and partial
differential equations, Lebesgue measure and the
Lebesgue integral, and Hilbert space. Thus, the book
introduces interesting and useful developments beyond
Euclidean space where the concepts of analysis play
important roles, and it prepares readers for further study
of those developments.
This introductory graduate level text provides a relatively
quick path to a special topic in classical differential
geometry: principal bundles. While the topic of principal
bundles in differential geometry has become classic,
even standard, material in the modern graduate
mathematics curriculum, the unique approach taken in
this text presents the material in a way that is intuitive for
both students of mathematics and of physics. The goal of
this book is to present important, modern geometric
ideas in a form readily accessible to students and
researchers in both the physics and mathematics
communities, providing each with an understanding and
appreciation of the language and ideas of the other.
Part of the new Digital Filmmaker Series! Digital
Filmmaking: An Introductionis the first book in the
newDigital Filmmaker Series. Designed for an
introductory level course in digital filmmaking, it is
intended for anyone who has an interest in telling stories
with pictures and sound and won't assume any familiarity
with equipment or concepts on the part of the student. In
addition to the basics of shooting and editing, different
story forms are introduced from documentary and live
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events through fictional narratives. Each of the topics is
covered in enough depth to allow anyone with a camera
and a computer to begin creating visual projects of
quality.
The Way of Analysis gives a thorough account of real
analysis in one or several variables, from the
construction of the real number system to an introduction
of the Lebesgue integral. The text provides proofs of all
main results, as well as motivations, examples,
applications, exercises, and formal chapter summaries.
Additionally, there are three chapters on application of
analysis, ordinary differential equations, Fourier series,
and curves and surfaces to show how the techniques of
analysis are used in concrete settings.
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